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As was confirmed by many western researchers that when an item is 
photographed from a low camera angle so that the viewer would seem to be looking 
up at it, the object would be judged more positively than when a high camera angle or 
an eye level was employed. However, in China, Peng Jingjia (2012) discovered 
accidentally that low camera angle was not the most favorable angle choice in 
Chinese consumers, while they actually prefer the high camera angle. Perhaps it was 
the difference of cultural backgrounds and power distance between China and the 
West that lead to this divergence of preference. With doubts I did empirical research 
on camera angle effect, and explore the relationship between power and camera 
angles. 
This research consists of 4 parts, firstly I repeated Peng’s experiment, however 
adding a virtual brand. The result shows that it is confirmed that Chinese subjects are 
more fond of objects photographed from a high angle than from an eye level or a high 
angle, which I suggested this may related to China’s high power distance. 
Next, Experiment 2 uses power priming method to bring subjects different senses 
of power, checking what may happen on camera angle effects. The result shows that 
the camera angle effects disappear, which means judgments to 3 angles are close to 
each other, even subjects favored more on low camera angle, which to some extent 
proves Liang Shuming’s words: Chinese people are empires in home, while surrender 
to lord outside. 
Experiment 3 focuses on the scattered power. With high or low power priming, 
this study arouses people’s attention on control. It comes to us that this method of 
priming doesn’t interact with camera angles, with subjects still favor the high angle 
most. However in the control group, which recalling what happened on yesterday, the 
camera angle effects disappear by diverting people’s attention on power. 
Finally, in Experiment 4 model’s sexual is considered. By adding male/female 
model which can bring separate senses of power in ads, this study finds out that 















strong power center in image. Yet when the female model representing a weak power 
appears in ad, the camera angle effects lost , even with slightly reversal in preference. 
The whole research focuses on the relationship between power and camera angle 
effects, basically proving the Psychological characteristics that Chinese people 
longing for power, but at the same time scare strong power. The result also make 
sense in actual operation of marketing. 
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